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Do it Right the First Time
For years, we’ve built premium-performing, high quality 

windows, and we’ve replaced over a million of this 

country’s best known brand name wood and aluminum 

windows. So, when investigating which brand of windows 

to use in your new home or addition, why settle for one 

that you may need to replace in a few years? Why not skip 

the aggravation, not to mention the added cost, and do it 

right the first time with Sunrise Windows!



Guaranteed for a Lifetime 
of Enjoyment
You’re building a new home, or perhaps putting an addition 

onto your current home. Whatever the case may be, the 

investment is certainly a large one, and 

one that you expect to enjoy for years 

and years into the future. 

With Sunrise Windows, you not only 

get one of the industry’s most energy 

efficient windows, you get windows 

that are guaranteed to last as long as 

you live in your home, and a warranty 

that can even be transferred to the 

next homeowner. Now, that’s a 
smart investment!
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For more information on all the window styles, energy efficient glass packages, and decorative finish and hardware options 
available, please visit our web site at www.sunrisewindows.com or take a look at our full-line Sunrise Windows brochure, 
available from your Authorized Sunrise Dealer.
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These charts show how many years the various parts of windows are warranted to the 
original homeowner. All Sunrise windows are warranted for as long as you live in your 
home, and are not limited to a 10- or 20-year time frame.
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Our windows feature a 
narrowline, double-contoured, 
sculptured main frame, along 
with a fusion-welded integral 
nailing flange and J-Channel, 
which makes for an easy, trouble-
free installation. Our J-Channel 
opening is 3/4" deep in order 
to accommodate most high 
performance siding panels.

2 1⁄4" contoured brickmould 
application with integrated nail 
fin provides a modern style to an 
existing wood brickmould. The 
profile overlaps the frame and has 
a 2" cutback. 

Sunrise Windows are designed for weather tight 

installations in new construction applications. The nailing 

flange is pre-punched so the window can be secured 

to the home. Protective moisture wrap should then be 

applied on top of the nailing flange completely around the 

window’s perimeter. Our integral narrowline J-Channel 

design enhances the double contoured exterior narrow-

line design of the window and integrates beautifully with 

your home’s siding.


